Maintenance Job Description
From its humble beginnings as a specialty sewing business operated from the family’s basement, 5B’s
now occupies a 170,000 square foot facility that operates 20 hours a day. The facility has over 400
embroidery heads, 7 screen print presses and is continually growing. In addition to custom embroidery
and screen print, 5B’s offers a wide variety of services including digitizing, warehousing, special garment
prepping, shipping and rush orders! 5B’s prides itself on providing our customers with on time delivery,
attention to detail, customer service and competitive pricing. We invite you to experience the 5B’s
difference, we are confident you will “bee” pleased!

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Visually inspects and test machinery and equipment.
Listens for unusual sounds from machines or equipment to detect malfunction and discusses machine
operation variations with supervisors or other maintenance workers to diagnose problem or repair
machine.
Dismantles defective machines and equipment and installs new or repaired parts.
Cleans and lubricates shafts, bearings, gears, and other parts of machinery.
Installs and repairs electrical apparatus, such as transformers and wiring, and electrical and electronic
components of machinery and equipment.
Lay out, assembles, installs, and maintains pipe systems and related hydraulic and pneumatic
equipment, and repairs and replaces gauges, valves, pressure regulators, and related equipment.
Repairs and maintains physical structure of the establishment.
Install, program, or repair automated machinery and equipment such as robots or programmable
controllers.
Sets up and operates machine tools such as lathe, grinder, drill, and milling machine to repair or
fabricate machine parts, jigs and fixtures, and tools.
Operates cutting torch or welding equipment to cut or join metal parts.
Other duties may be assigned as directed by Management.

QUALIFICATIONS
Trade or Technical School certification
Industrial maintenance experience
Must be able to work independently

Good communication skills
Good understanding of electrical and plumbing
Ability to Stand 8 to 10 Hours per Day
Ability to Lift Up to 50 lbs. Frequently
Maybe Expected to Lift and Reach
Able to Understand and Follow Verbal and Written Instructions with Minimal Supervision
Able to Multitask
Must be Able to Work in a Fast-Paced Environment
Must be Able to Work Flexible Schedule and Overtime, as needed

